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Campaign groups and a neighbouring college have objected to Design Engine’s plans for 72 student homes at St Hilda’s College in Oxford on heritage grounds ...
Design Engine’s plans for Oxford college student housing face heritage battle
PHOENIX, AZ / ACCESSWIRE / July 8, 2021 / Green Planet Group, Inc. (OTC PINK:GNPG), an emerging leader in green technology, announced today that its wholly owned subsidiary Healing the Earth’s ...
Green Planet Group's Wholly Owned Subsidiary – Healing the Earth – Growing Faster, Growing Cleaner
During the pandemic, Twelve Rivers Realty dove into video production. The brokerage set up a green screen studio in its office where agents could film content for social media. But they weren't just ...
Best Places to Work: Long-term mindset helps Twelve Rivers Realty navigate rapid growth
Researchers at the University of Bath have developed a graphene oxide (GO)/polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) aerogel (GPA) weighing just 2.1 kg m-3—making it the lightest sound insulation ever manufactured.
Low-density graphene-based aerogel can reduce aircraft engine noise up to 80%
Low-income neighborhoods and communities with higher Black, Hispanic and Asian populations experience significantly more urban heat than wealthier and predominantly white neighborhoods within a vast ...
Poor and minority communities suffer more from extreme heat in US cities
A new study shows that poor communities and communities of color are exposed to higher temperatures all across the U.S.
Poor Neighborhoods Are Up to 7 Degrees Hotter Than Rich Ones
And the rest of this week’s Editor’s Picks are equally opulent. From Rolls-Royce’s latest limited edition to a roulette wheel with a touch of 007 about it, there’s something for every high-flying, ...
Editor’s Picks: Football Table, Roulette Wheel and Biodynamic Whisky
Gas steam reforming could become a lifeline for Gazprom if it manages to convince the EU to adopt a “technologically neutral approach to hydrogen.” ...
Gazprom lobbies EU to not prefer green over grey hydrogen
Guntersville Marine Service recently added a Sennebogen 860 R-HD material handler at its Tennessee River barge terminal.
Guntersville Marine Adds New Sennebogen Material Handler
Route 7A in Manchester near the Equinox Valley Nursery was closed for about two hours Saturday after a tree fell on a wire.
Downed wire closed 7A for 2 hours
The Green New Deal is the boldest and most likely the most effective way to combat the climate emergency. According to its advocates, the Green New Deal will save the planet while boosting economic ...
Degrowth Policies Cannot Avert Climate Crisis. We Need a Green New Deal.
Poorer communities are at disproportionate risk of searing temperatures, according to a study published in Earth’s Future, the American Geophysical Union’s interdisciplinary journal ... of green space ...
Poor U.S. Neighbourhoods Are Up to 4 Degrees Hotter Than Rich Ones
Mazda's on-again, off-again next-generation rotary engine is in limbo once more ... Masahiro Sakata in an interview with industry trade journal Automotive News. Firing up the Wankel would have ...
Mazda again puts the rotary engine's resurrection on the back burner
PARIS-The European Union is set to propose a sweeping program on Wednesday to transform the region's economy to fight climate change, slashing its reliance on fossil fuels and potentially jolting ...
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